
Poisson regression GLMs: 
Type Frequency as a best predictor for Type Valency 

Predictive Modelling of Type Valency 
in Word Formation Grammar

Research questions:

In derivational morphology of some languages, type valency is the measure of a
morpheme’s connectedness to different types of morphemes, i.e. the Persian
diminutive suffix –ak, by attaching to four syntactic categories, has the valency of 4:

N+ak: khoroos (‘rooster’) + ak →  khoroos-ak (‘croup’)

Aj+ak: torš (‘sour’) + ak → toorš-ak (‘sorrel’)

Num+ak: čār (‘four’) + ak → čār-ak (‘1/4 of anything’) 

V+ak: qhalt (‘roll-’) + ak → qhalt-ak ‘roller’)

1) Is there a statistically
significant correlation
between the type frequency
and the type valency of
Persian suffixes?

2) Is it possible to predict the
type valency of a suffix with
its type and token
frequency, potential and
global productivity, the
number of hapaxes
produced by a suffix, and its
syntactic involvement?

3) If there is an effect of other
properties of suffixes on their
type valency, how is the role
of the type frequency
different?

What is type valency?

- Spearman’s correlation;
- Poisson regression modelling;
- Conditional inference trees and
forests.

Statistical tools:

1,646 tokens of the ‘root+suffix’
construction taken from the
Qharib Persian dictionary (TF I);

96,458 tokens of the ‘root+suffix’
from the OPUS2 Persian corpus,
available through Sketch Engine
(TF II).

Sources of the analysis:

The measures of central tendency for 
Type Valency (DV):

M = 2.636, Mdn = 2, 

IQR = 1.5 

TF I

TF II (R2
adj = .92)

Spearman’s correlations:
The strong positive correlation between Type Valency 

and Type Frequency; the weak negative correlation 

between Type Valency and Potential Productivity

The conditional inference forest model: 
Type Frequency as a best predictor for Type Valency 

The random forest
model with TF II, NH, SI,
Global productivity,
Token Frequency and
Potential productivity
included as the
explanatory variables is
the best fitted model

Polyvalency as a distinct feature of
Persian derivation implies greater
morphological diversity of patterns,
parsability, semantic transparency and
larger conversion power of Persian
morphemes.

Typological implications:

Usage-based theories:

Language patterns and their frequency 

of use shape grammar.

The concept of
a morphological
construction as
a network of
morphological
patterns.


